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The research project I completed for Hist 207 is an investigation into the spatial 

relationships of temples destroyed under the reign of the sixth Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb. To 

this end, I utilized the ARCGIS software to investigate these relationships in their historical 

context. The project had two primary stages: background research, and execution, for both of 

which I made use of different library resources. 

 By its nature there were two aspects to the background research: locating the temples in 

space and contextualizing their destruction. In the preliminary research stage, traditional research 

methods were employed as a means of locating and contextualizing. Acting on the 

recommendation of my professor, I looked into recent books on Aurangzeb in general, primarily 

Audrey Truschke’s Aurangzeb. Using her bibliography, I back tracked and found sources on the 

matter of temple destruction specifically. In this way I was lead to Richard Eaton, whose work I 

then investigated and eventually used as the main sources for locating the destroyed temples. 

Eaton has collected the data on the temples from the original Persian language sources, and I 

built my own table including more data on the modern locations of the temples. The books and 

articles I used I checked out from the library or located through the library catalog, with the 

articles coming from the WorldCat and associated access to databases such as the ATLA 

Religion Database. These text based resources are at the core of the historical context that 

surrounds the maps I made.  



With the locations of the temples collected, it was left to contextualize them. This was 

done by using period correct political and economic maps of the areas in question which were 

georeferenced to fit the modern maps. I obtained these maps from an atlas I acquired through the 

Inter Library Loan program, and scanned digital copies of the maps using scanners available in 

the Digital Media Commons. With the maps and location data in a digital format I was able to 

manually place points on the Arcgis basemap in close proximity to their true locations, and layer 

the basemap with the georeferenced historical maps. To place a point on the basemap often 

required a small amount of additional research as the names of places have changed in spelling 

or are outright different from when the destructions happened. The internet in general was 

helpful in this regard, and this accomplished, I created new feature classes to layer more data 

referenced from the historical maps. In this way I created digital boundaries between the empire 

and its neighbors, allowing for spatial analysis of the locations of the temples relative to the 

southern border in particular. I also created a density function that showed the groupings of 

temples relative to each other and the borders. The processing power and ram required to run the 

software after having created so many layers necessitated using the Owlnet computers located in 

the library, as well as seeking help overcoming the technical problems from the staff in the 

GIS/Data Center. In the end, I utilized books from the general stacks, specially requested loans, 

digital articles, library computers, scanners, and staff in the completion of my project. 


